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ABSTRACT
Engineering soils maps are maps which display the distribution and types of landforms and
parent materials encountered in specified areas. Knowledge of these parameters gives the design
professional a general idea of the behavior to be expected from the soils derived from it.
In Henry County, the five mapped parent material units are glacial drift, cumulose drift,
glacial-fluvial drift, alluvial drift, and mined lands. In glacial drift, the mapped landforms are
ridge moraine and ground moraine, while in cumulose drift, the mapped landforms are muck
basins. Landforms common to glacial-fluvial drift are outwash plains, kames and eskers, glacial
sluiceways, and terraces. Flood plains are the landforms found in alluvial drift areas, and in
mined lands, gravel pits are the landforms encountered.
As landform-parent material regions vary, so do the accompanying engineering problems.
General engineering concerns include ponded water and the related problems of frost action,
difficulties in locanng septic or other sanitary disposal facilities, and overall utility of the land.
Concerns are also raised for organic-rich, low or highly varying material strength which contri-
bute to the potenual for differenual setdement, problems in delineating acceptable foundation
locations, and additional project cost from removal and replacement of unsuitable matenals.
Additional concerns include locaung adequate supplies of coarse-grained building materials,





The engineering soils map of Henry County, Indiana, which accompanies this report as Plate
1, was prepared through airphoto interpretation techniques using accepted principles of observa-
tion and inference. One set of seven inch by nine inch aerial photographs used in this study had
an approximate scale ratio of 1:20000 and were taken in June/July 1940 by the United States
Department of Agriculture. A second set of nine inch by nine inch aerial photographs used had
an approximate scale ratio of 1:24000 and were taken in March 1976. The enclosed engineering
soils map (Plate 1) was prepared at a scale of 1:63,360 (one inch equals one mile).
Extensive use was made of the 1987 Agricultural Soil Survey for Henry County (1). The
survey was particularly useful in cross-referencing the location of the various boundaries, and in
locating features not present on the earlier photos. Also, a reconnaissance field trip was made to
the county.
Included on the map is a set of subsurface profiles which illustrate approximate variations to
be expected in the general soil profiles of the major soils of each landform-parent matenal
region. The profiles were developed from information contained in the agricultural soil survey
report and from borehole data collected for roadway and bridge site investigations (49-64). Bor-
ing locations are shown on Plate 1; Appendix A contains a summary of classificafion test results
for these locations.
Included in this report are general descriptions of the study area, descriptions of the geology
of Henry County, descriptions of the various landform-parent material regions, and a discussion
of the engineering considerations associated with the soils of Henry County.
The map and report are part of a continuing effort to complete a comprehensive engineering
soil survey for the State of Indiana. Therefore, the continuity of soil boundaries was carefully
checked at the borders with the previously mapped Delaware (2), Fayette (3), Hancock (4),
Madison (5), and Rush (6) counties.
This close examination revealed discrepancies across the borders with Delaware and Rush
Counties. The discontinuity of landforms with Delaware County was resolved by rechecking the
airphotos used to prepare the Delaware County map (2). It was discovered that an area mapped
as ridge moraine was mistakenly labeled as outwash plain. The misnomer covered only a small
area near State Road 3; thus a revised map will not be issued.
The boundary with Delaware County was further complicated by problems stemming from
distortions in the base map for the area. The distortion resulted in sections, normally one square
mile in area, which were less than one square mile. Accumulation of these errors netted a
mismatch of nearly one half mile. Attempts were made to evenly distribute the error, but the
user is cautioned about use of the spatial information of this boundary.
The airphotos used to map the engineering soils of Rush County were reexamined in hopes
of discovering the error source. Unfortunately, the original markings had been removed. It was
determined, however, that a change in standard symbology in the year 1953 added to the prob-
lem. Consequently, a revised map for Rush County will be issued in the future.
DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA
GENERAL
Henry County is located in east-central Indiana, as shown in Figure 1. The county is
bounded to the nonh by Delaware County, to the east by Randolph and Wayne Counties, to the
south by Fayette and Rush Counties, and to the west by Hancock and Madison Counties. Henry
County covers an area of 252,499 acres, or about 395 square miles (1). New Castle, the county
I
Figure 1 LOCATION OF HENRY COUNTY, INDIANA
seat, is located in the center of the nearly square shaped county and is approximately 50 miles
east of Indianapolis. Organized in 1822, Henry County is named in honor of American patriot
Patrick Henry.
Henry County, according to the 1980 census, has a population of 53,336 which is a 1.39%
increase in population from 1970 (7). The population of the cities and towns in the county
accounts for 0.97% of the state population and is summarized in Table 1.
The residents of Henry County are employed in New Castle and surrounding counties or are
in farming. Nearly 70% of the acreage in the county is farmed, with the principal crops being
com, soybeans, and wheat. There are also several orchards in the county (1).
The county contains several major roadways, namely 1-70, US 35, US 36, SR 3, and SR 38.
The county is served by an extensive county road system, but a large percentage of the roads are
gravel surfaced. Three main railways traverse the county (1).
CLIMATE
The following generalities concerning climate in Henry County can be found in the Agricul-
tural Soil Survey (1).
The lowest temperature recorded, -28 degrees F, occurred on 29 January 1963, while the
highest recorded temperature, 102 degrees F, occurred on 29 July 1952. The average annual pre-
cipitation is 40 inches, 58% of which falls in the months of April through September. The aver-
age seasonal snowfall is nearly 22 mches. Thunderstorms occur on about 45 days a year, mostly
in the spring, coincident with the occurrence of the strongest winds, which blow at an average
speed of 12 miles per hour from the southwest. The sun shines nearly 70% of the possible time
in the summer, and nearly 40% of the time possible in the winter.
Table 2 presents average maximum and minimum temperatures and average precipitation
amounts for the period 1980-1988. The data in this table were calculated by arithmetically
averaging the recorded monthly data collected at a station in New Castle. The thirty year normal
Table 1 Population Trends of Henry County (7).
City/Town
Population Population Change
1980 1970 Difference % Change
Blountsville 213 220 -7 -3.18
Cadiz 180 207 -27 -13.04
Dunreith 184 200 -16 -8.00
Greensboro 175 225 -50 -22.22
Kennard 441 518 -77 -14.86
Knightstown 2,325 2,456 -131 -5.33
Lewisville 577 530 47 8.87
Middletown 2,978 2,046 932 45.55
Moreland 479 495 -16 -3.23
Mt. Summit 357 395 -38 -9.62
New Castle 20,056 21,215 -1,159 -5.46
Spiceland 940 957 -17 -1.78
Springpon 221 236 -15 -6.36
Straughn 331 329 2 0.61
Sulphur Springs 345 387 -42 -10.85
Cities/Towns 29,802 30,416 -614 -2.02
Rural Areas 23,534 22,187 1,347 6.07
County Total 53,336 52,603 733 1.39
Table 2 Temperature and Precipitation for 1980-1988 (8).
Average
Month Average Temperatijre Precipitation
(degrees Farenheit) (inches)
Maximum Minimum Average
January 32.0 15.5 23.8 1.45
February 37.5 19.0 28.3 2.21
March 48.4 28.0 38.2 2.82
April 61.2 37.9 49.6 3.23
May 73.3 49.1 61.2 4.82
June 82.1 57.8 69.9 3.57
July 85.7 63.0 74.4 5.27
August 84.0 60.9 72.5 2.85
September 77.3 53.0 65.2 2.18
October 63.4 41.2 52.3 3.52
November 51.6 32.8 42.2 3.99
December 38.2 22.2 30.2 2.93
Annual 58.6 40.0 50.7 38.84
values, also collected in New Castle, are commonly used for comparison to recent climatic
events, and are given in Table 3 for the years 1951-1980.
DRAINAGE FEATURES
Henry County lies within three major drainage basins, as shown in Figure 2. The majority of
the county lies within the East Fork White River Basin, but the eastemmost and nonhem sec-
tions lie in the Whitewater River and White River Basins, respectively. The drainage map of
Henry County is shown in Figure 3.
The upper portion of the East Fork of the White River Basin displays a well developed sub-
parallel drainage pattern (12). The average stream direction is S27(deg)W, and two-thirds of all
stream segments are oriented in the range SIE to S55W, that is, within 28 degrees of the mean
direction (12). Some waterways contained in this basin are, from west to east, Montgomery
Creek, Big Blue River, Buck Creek, Little Blue River, and Flatrock River. In the northernmost
reach of the basin, many infiltration basins can be found, thus indicating a more coarse texture of
the soil (11).
The streams of the White River Basin to the north include, from west to east. Fall, Mud.
Deer, Sugar, Honey, and Bell creeks. The streams of the Whitewater Basin to the east, include
Roy Run and Simon Creek.
Many man-made channels augment the drainage features found naturally. These channels
are typically located in soils which have a tendency to pond such as Westland, Treaty, M:u'tsico,
and Cyclone, which are contained in areas of ground moraine, highly organic and mucky areas,
and to a lesser extent, ridge moraine. Small bodies of water can also be found in the areas prone
to ponding.
The county has some larger perennial lakes such as Summit Lake, Westwood L:ike, and
Knightstown Lake, but contains no large natural lakes. Many bortow pits, excavated for high-
way fill but now filled with water, and farm ponds dot the Henry County landscape.
Table 3 Thirty-Year Normals for Temperature and Precipitation (9).
Average
Month Average Temperatiire Precipitation
(degrees Farenheit) (inches)
Maximum Minimum Average
January 33.8 15.6 24.7 2.45
February 37.2 18.0 27.7 2.23
March 47.7 27.7 37.7 3.27
April 61.3 38.2 49.8 4.19
May 72.4 48.2 60.3 4,06
June 81.8 57.9 69.9 4.39
July 85.5 61.2 73.4 3.84
August 83.8 58,8 71.3 3.62
September 77.6 51,5 64.6 2.62
October 65.4 39.9 52.7 2.66
November 50.4 30.7 40.5 3.00
December 38.6 21.4 30.0 2.64
Annual 61.3 39.1 50.2 38.97
Figure 2 MAJOR WATERSHEDS OF INDIANA (10;
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Drainage density is a measure of stream length to contributing basin area. The values given
in Table 4 were taken from a map supplied by the Indiana Department of Natural Resources,
Division of Water (13).
An analysis of streamflow data for Sugar Creek near Middletown is given in Appendix B.
Included in this appendix are records of daily mean discharges, highest and lowest mean
discharges and related rankings, normal monthly means, annual mean discharges, exceedence
probabilities, and a stadon location description (14).
WATER SUPPLY
The water resources of the county are used for domestic, industrial, and agricultural pur-
poses. Henry County is located in the Southern Till Plain Groundwater Section of the .Northern
Indiana Glacial Province, as shown in Figure 4. The water use in Henr\' County for 1988 is sum-
marized in Table 5. A total of 1832.94 million gallons (MG) were used, with 1520.22 MG from
ground water sources and 312.72 MG from surface water sources (15). Table 6 is a breakdown
of water usage by source and basin.
As indicated by both tables, Henry County relies upon groundwater sources more than sur-
face water sources. For 1988, approximately 75% of all water used in the county was for public
water supply and was taken from groundwater sources (15).
Figure 5 is a map of typical yields available from groundwater. The small Hagellate area in
the center of the county represents a potentially nch water source. Here, most wells penetrate
sand and gravel deposits, and range from 50 to over 170 feet in depth. Wells commonly exceed
1000 gallons per minute (gpm) in production. (16)
The large area in the western ponion of the county exhibits wells in both bedrock and sand
and gravel deposits; both are reliable for moderate production, but wells completed in sand and
gravel are the higher yielding. Wells range from 30 to over 150 feet in depth. Production of up
to 250 gpm in sand and gravel and 150 gpm in bedrock wells is common. The yields from
12
Table 4 Drainage Densities for Selected Streams (13).
Area Drainage
Stream and Location Density
(sq. mi) (mi/sq. mi)
Big Blue R above Sheets D 8.90 4.78
Big Blue R above Little Blue R 23.72 5.04
Central Ck at mouth 3.86 3.49
Deer Ck at mouth 7.12 4.52
Duck Ck above Jakes Br 9.28 2.59
Fall Ck at C.R, 950N 4.95 4.24
Honey Ck at mouth 7.37 2.49
Jakes Br at mouth 4.73 3.88
Simon Ck above Roy Run 15.60 2.46
Montgomery Ck above Central Ck 16.00 3.00
Montgomery Ck 24.29 3.20
Duck Ck 27.31 3.48
13
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East of line, bedrock wells rarely over 25gpm
Over 250gprn in sand and gravel
Upto 250 gpm m sand and gravel: ISOgpm in bedrock
^^w" Upto 250 gpm m sand and gravel: meager in bedrock
Upto 150 gpm m sand and gravel: meager m bedrock
Upto 150 gpm mostly m bedrock rarely in sand and gravel
Figure 5 Typical Yields of Ground Water in Henry County (16)
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bedrock are highest where the bedrock is less than 100 feet from the surface and overlain by
sand and gravel. As the depth to bedrock increases, or where covered by glacial till, the yields
from bedrock wells fall (16).
The area to the nonheast is mainly served by sand and gravel based wells. Well depths range
from 25 to 250 feet, and yields are up to 250 gpm in sand and gravel. As expected, wells in this
area, east of the dashed line on Figure 5, support little bedrock well production (16).
The area in the southeast also has little production from bedrock wells, but wells producing
up to 150 gpm are located in sand and gravel deposits. The production of wells is so diminished
that many "dry holes" have been recorded. Average well depth is between 100 and 150 feet
(16).
The fifth area, represented by horizontal lines on Figure 5, reliably supports well production
in the generally shallow limestone bedrock. The wells range in depth from 25 to over 200 feet
and yields of up to 150 gpm may be developed (16).
As shown in Figure 6, Henry County is underlain by Devonian, Silurian, Ordovician, and
Cambrian water-bearing strata. The Silurian bedrock, which thins to the east, provides a reliable
source of water for the western fourth of the county. The bedrock is mainly limestone and
dolomite, with zones of shale which become predominant toward the east. The underlying
Ordovician rocks are infrequently a potable source as they contain mineralized water, especially
below a depth of 300 feet. Deeper water-bearing strata include Trenton and Black River lime-
stones, St. Peter and Mt. Simon sandstones, and the Knox Dolomite (16).
PHYSIOGRAPHY
Henry County lies in the Central Till Plains Section of the Cental, Arctic, and Eastern Low-
lands and Plains Province of the United States (18). Within Indiana, as shown in Figure 7,
Henry County is located within the Tipton Till Plains Subsection of the Central Till Plains Sec-
tion (19).
18
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From the low-lying areas in the southwestern part to the higher and more rugged surface of
the northeastern part, the topography of Henry County reflects its glacial origins. The present-
day Big Blue and Flatrock Rivers follow the course of Pleistocene meltwaters which carved their
valleys, and rolling topography encountered in much of the county results from a cover of granu-
lar moraine.
The valleys of the Big Blue and the Flatrock are, in places, one half mile wide and 40 to 60
feet deep into the surrounding till tract (20). Post-Pleistocene waters have changed the character
of these valleys very little. In the morainic areas, the local relief is very slight, but around Mt.
Summit, there is an abrupt rise of nearly 75 to 100 feet over the surrounding land (20). Scattered
kames and eskers provide additional areas of high relief, but the remainder of the county varies
from gently undulating to monotonously flat ground moraine (20).
Figure 8 is a topographic map of Henry County. It was prepared from the Cincinnati and
Muncie one degree by two degree USGS topographic maps. The two maps had different contour
intervals; thus to provide a uniform map, linear interpolation firom 7.5 minute USGS topographic
maps (23-34) was performed.
The lowest elevations encountered, under 900 feet, are those in the Big Blue River valley
near Knightstown, while the highest, over 1150 feet, occur in the northeastern comer near the
boundary with Randolph and Wayne Counties. The maximum relief is 270 feet, and the average
elevation is 1040 feet (35).
GEOLOGY OF HENRY COUNTY
The surface and near-surface deposits of Henry County range from bedrock of the Paleozoic
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FIGURE 8 TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF HENRY COUNTY (21,22;
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dolomite and limestone, Devonian to Ordovician in age. The Quaternary sediments are mainly
glacial deposits of the Pleistocene Epoch, but contain some Recent deposits (42-43).
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
Henry County lies on the western limb of the Cincinnati Arch, a broad crested anticline com-
posed of rocks Ordovician to Pennsylvanian in age. Its axis trends north to northwest through
Indiana, and dips of strata range from 35 feet or more per mile on the flanks, to low or indeter-
minate rates near the crest (36). The Cincinnati Arch is bordered by two large structural depres-
sions, the Michigan Basin to the north and the Illinois Basin to the southwest (36).
BEDROCK GEOLOGY
Figure 9 is a map of the bedrock geology of Indiana. Henry County is underlain by rocks of
Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian ages as shown in Figure 10. Surface outcrops are unknown,
but bedrock can be encountered at a shallow depth in deep stream channels. One now-
abandoned stone quarry, located three miles north of Knightstown by the Big Blue River, was
operational in the mid 1800's and produced dimension stone (39). A stratigraphic column of the
bedrock in Henry County is shown in Figure 1
L
The Ordovician rocks encountered on the bedrock surface include the Dillsboro and White-
water formations and some undifferentiated shales and limestones. The Dillsboro Formation
(Maquoketa Group, Ordovician System) consists of nearly equal parts of calcareous shale and
argillaceous limestone at its type section in Dearborn County. To the north, however, shale
becomes more dominant. The Dillsboro Formation is constantly about 400 feet in thickness. It
is underlain by the Kope Formation, also of Ordovician Age, and is conformably overlain by the
Whitewater Formation (40).
The Whitewater Formation (Maquoketa Group, Ordovician System) consists of a dolomite
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FIGURE 11 STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN FOR ROCKS OF INTEREST
IN HENRY COUNTY (40).
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Wayne County, the Whitewater is about 100 feet thick. It is unconformable in its upper contact
with the overlying Silurian rocks (40).
The Ordovician- Silurian boundary is marked by an unconformity which is commonly
difficult to recognize (36). The Brassfield Limestone, poorly defined in the subsurface of north-
em Indiana, is the lowermost Silurian rock unit (36). In nonhem Indiana, the Brassfield aver-
ages 12 feet in thickness and consists generally of medium to coarse-grained fossihferous lime-
stone (36, 40).
The Salamonie Dolomite (Niagaran Series, Silurian System), unconformable in its lower
contact with the Brassfield Limestone, is divided into three members in much of the northern
third of Indiana. The lower member, characterized by abundant chert, is light-gray to tan, dense
to fine-grained, argillaceous dolomite and dolominc limestone. The middle member is a light-
gray to white, granular, and porous dolomite. It has been referred to as reef-type dolomite
because of its purity. The upper member is gray to brown limestone and dolomite. The com-
bined thickness of the three members is over 200 feet in the southern Michigan Basin to the
north (36). The Salamonie is conformable in its upper contact with the Salina Group.
The Salina Group (Niagaran and Cayugan Series, Silurian System) is composed of two for-
mations, the Pleasant Mills Formafion below and the Wabash Formation above. The Pleasant
Mills Formation consists of pure carbonate rocks such as tan to brown, tine-gramed to sug:u-y
dolomite. It is divided into three members, in ascending order, the Lmiberlost Dolomite
Member, the Waldron Member, and the Louisville Member (40).
The Limberlost Dolomite Member, reclassified from its original fonnation status, dominantly
consists of a light-brown, micritic to tine-grained dolomite. It ranges from zero to 70 feet in
thickness, and is conformable in both its upper and lower contacts (40). The Waldron Member
was also reclassified from its earlier designation as a formation. It is compo.sed of shales which
commonly interbed with silt and fossiliferous limestone layers. It ranges in thickness from one
to thirty feet (40). Conformable in its lower contact with the Waldron Member, the Louisville
28
Member consists of light-colored to brown, fine-grained, argillaceous limestone and dolomitic
limestone. It averages 40 to 70 feet in thickness (40).
The Wabash Formation, conformable with the underlying Louisville Member, contains two
members, namely the Mississinewa Shale Member and the Liston Creek Limestone Member.
The Mississinewa Shale Member consists of gray, dense to fine-grained, argillaceous dolomitic
siltstone and silty dolomite. The upper member, the Liston Creek Lunestone Member, consists
of light-gray to tan, fine to medium-grained, cherty limestone and dolomitic limestone (40).
Overlying the Wabash Formation is the Muscatatuck Group of mostly Middle Devonian age.
It is composed of several types of carbonate and evaporite rocks including dolomite, limestone,
anhydrite, and gypsum (40).
Figure 12 is a map of bedrock topography. The highest elevations of the bedrock surface are
950-1000 feet and the lowest are 600-650 feet.
PLEISTOCENE GEOLOGY
Pleistocene and Recent sediment deposits account for all of the unconsolidated surficial
material encountered in Henry County. Figure 13 is a map of the unconsolidated deposits of
Henry County. The relationship between unconsolidated deposits is shown in Figure 14.
The till of the Trafalgar Formation covers the greatest area of the county. It is composed of
mainly conglomeratic mudstones and associated thin lenses of gravel, sand, silt, and clay. The
formation has two members, the Cartersburg and the Center Grove Tills, which are very difficult
to distinguish in Henry County. The formation also is associated with three facies- the kame and
esker facies, the end moraine facies, and the most abundant facies, the ground moraine facies.
The upper surface of the Trafalgar is only slightly modified by erosion, but the base rests on an
erosional unconformity (44).
The Atherton Formation contains gravel, sand, silt, and clay, derived primarily from
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Silt. Sand. and Gravel - Mostly Alluvium, Martinsville Formation
Muck. Peat, and Marl - Paludal and Lacustrine Deposits.
Martinsville Formation
Muck, Clay and Silt over Gravel Scattered deposits over outwash
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Qsa Silt, sand, and gravel
Qmp Muck, peat, and marl
Qgm Muck, clay, silt, and grave
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Qgv/Qgp Gravel, sand, and silt
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Ql/Qte Till
FIGURE 14 SCHEMATIC SECTION SHOWING RELATIONSHIPS
OF UNCONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS (42).
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sediments are of Wisconsinan age. The Athenon is considered to have four facies, only two of
which are present in Henry County.
The Outwash facies contains stratified sand and gravel which were deposited by glacial melt-
waters as both sheets and valley fill material. It is disconformable with the overlying Martins-
ville. The Lacustrine facies consists of materials deposited in the blocked tributaries of valleys
which once carried glacial meltwaters. By blocking the valleys, an environment of quiet water
was created in which fine-grained materials settled. This facies commonly intergrades and inter-
tongues with the outwash facies. Fossils are variable and abundant in these sediments (44).
The Martinsville Formanon is the youngest of the unconsolidated materials. It contains silts,
sands, and gravels which were deposited along flood plains of modem streams and peaty and
calcareous muds which were deposited in small lakes and sloughs. Since the sediments are very
young, there ordinarily is no zonal soil profile exhibited. The sediments of the Maninsville are
of differing ages, but are all post-glacial. The Alluvial and the Paludal facies are the two known
to the Martinsville (44).
The Alluvial facies consists mainly of clastic sediments such as silt and sand, but also con-
tains lenses of gravel and organic mud. Since these sediments were deposited mainly in flood
plains, they rarely contain fossils and commonly have a basal contact which is unconformable
with the eroded surface below. The Paludal facies, on the other hand, consists of materials
which were deposited in quiet water and thus arc nch in organic matter such as peat, muck, and
marl. The Paludal facies is considered fossiliferous (44).
The thickness of unconsolidated deposits in Henry County is shown in Figure 15. The thick-
est deposits, 400-450 feet, are nearly coincident with the locations of the deepest bedrock sur-
face, as one might expect. The shallowest deposits, under 50 feet, occupy an area near Knights-
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FIGURE 15 THICKNESS OF UNCONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS (26)
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LANDFORM-PARENT iMATERIAL REGIONS
The soils in the county are derived primarily from unconsolidated materials. These materials
are classified according to parent material and landform in the following section. Five parent
material units-glacial drift, cumulose drift, glacial-fluvial drift, alluvial drift, and mined lands-
are mapped in Henry County.
Each landform-parent material region is characterized by its overall extent, surface morphol-
ogy and character, and general soil profile. Soils described in the typical profiles for the various
parent materials are classified by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA, e.g. silt
loam), the American Associafion of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO, e.g.
A-6), and the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS, e.g. ML-CL) rules. Classification
results for the soil borings referred to in the following section can be found in Appendix A.
Appendices C and D list information concerning physical and chemical propenies of the soils
and the engineering properties of the soils, respectively.
Engineering considerations for each parent material region are briefly discussed to give a
general idea of the behavior of materials and possible problems encountered within each region.
For more site-specific information, the reader is referred to the reports named in the reference
list and to the information contained in Appendix A.
GLACIAL DRIFT
Wisconsinan aged glacial drift is the predominant type of parent material encountered in
Henry County. Two main divisions of this parent material, ridge moraine and ground moraine,
are recognized.
GROUND MORAINE
Ground moraine, which covers the largest ponion (if the county, is a heterogeneous mixture
of gravel, sand, silt, and clay. Little or no soning of the material occurred after deposition, thus
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the mixture of panicles. Irregularly shaped and sized areas of highly organic topsoil are found in
scattered locations around the county.
On aerial photographs, ground moraine appears as an intermixing of irregularly shaped and
sized patches of light and dark tones. Light-colored areas, commonly on rises, reflect the gen-
erally more well-drained soils found there. The adjacent dark areas, however, indicate the pres-
ence of organic silts in poorly drained depressional areas and drainageways (46).
Topographically, ground moraine forms a gently rolling plain of low relief; local relief is
generally less than 20 feet except in dissected areas and along valleys. Surface drainage is rela-
tively young and undeveloped. However, gullies which form in fine-grained materials such as
silty clay and clay are C-type, while gullies which form in coarse grained materials such as sand
and gravel are V-type. Due to low relief, ground moraine is well suited to farming, where rec-
tangular field and road systems are common (46).
There are three typical soil profiles for ground moraine, all of which formed from the under-
lying glacial till. The typical profile for the 'high' areas features a surface layer of 15-27 inches
of silt loam (A-4, A-6; CL-ML, CL) underlain in the subsoil by silty clay loam (A-4, A-6; CL-
ML, CL), clay loam (A-6, A-7; CL), or loam (A-4, A-6; CL, ML, CL-ML) from a depth of 15-60
inches. The underlying material is commonly a silt loam (A-4, A-6; CL-ML, CL).
The profile common to 'low' or depressional areas is very similar to the 'high' area profile,
the main difference being the higher organic matter content in the depressions. The surface
layer contains 15-27 inches of silt loam (A-4, A-6; CL, CL-ML) or 23-27 inches of silty clay
loam (A-6, A-7; CL), both containing organic matter. The subsoil from a depth of 23-79 inches
consists of silty clay loam (A-6, A-7; CL), clay loam (A-6, A-7; CL), and loam (A-4, A-6; CL,
ML, CL-ML). The underlying material is silt loam (A-4, A-6; CL-ML, CL).
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The profile for the areas of highly organic topsoil is also very similar to that of 'low' ground
moraine. The surface layer may contain 6-18 inches of organic material or approximately 9
inches of muck (A-8; Pt) in silty clay loam (A-6, A-7; CL) or silty clay (A-6, A-7; CL).
Typical agricultural soil series for the 'high' areas included Crosby and Miami Series.
Included in the 'low' profile were the Crosby, Miami, and Cyclone Series.
Soil borings located in ground moraine were numbers 1-26 and 27-28 (Appendix A).
RIDGE MORAINE
Ridge moraine covers the second largest area of Henry County. It is also a heterogeneous
mixture of gravel, sand, silt, and clay, but commonly contains stranfied seams of sand and
gravel. It too forms rolling plains, but tends to have more relief than ground moraine; local
relief is commonly greater than 20 feet.
On aerial photographs, ridge moraine also exhibits mottled or blotchy photo tones. Ground
and ridge moraines are sometimes difficult to distinguish between, and boundaries are usually
defined by a topographic break (46).
Drainage on ridge moraine is an intricate regional dendritic pattern, commonly supplemented
by artificial drainage systems employing ditches or tiles. The most commonly encountered gully
is the C-type. V-type gullies, however, can be found near areas with high relief or near major
streams. A predominance of V-type gullies or a lack of gullies period is indicative of coarse-
textured soils. More coarse-textured soils are also denoted by an increased percent of woodlots
(46).
Formed in the underlying loamy glacial till, soil found in ridge moraine areas typically has
two profiles. The surface layer of 'high' areas is 6-25 inches of silt loam (A-4, A-6; CL, CL-
ML), or 25-45 inches of clay loam (A-6, A-7; CL), while the subsoil from a depth oi Ci-b() inches
is clay (A-7, A-6; CL) or loam containing some seams of stratified sand and gravel (A-4; CL,
ML, CL-ML). Underiying the subsoil is silt loam (A-4, A-6; CL-.ML, CL, ML).
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The profile typical of 'low' areas contains a 6 inch silt loam (A-4; ML) surface layer, subsoil
layers from a depth of 6-60 inches of clay loam (A-4, A-7; CL), clay (A-6, A-7; CL), or loam
(A-4, A-6; CL-ML). The underlying material is silt loam (A-4, A-6; CL-ML, CL, ML).
Agricultural soil series common to the 'high' areas include Losantville and Miamian, while
the 'low' areas contain Celina and Miamian Series.
Soil borings located in ridge moraine are numbers 29-32, 33-40, and 41-45 (Appendix A).
ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS IN GLACIAL DRIFT
At first, the general level terrain of glacial drift areas appears to be suitable for almost any
type of construction. It is soon realized, however, that glacial drift is devoid of necessary
coarse-grained construction materials. The Miami, Miamian, and some Losantville soils are
rated as good roadfill materials (1). The shrink/swell potential of glacial drift is low to moderate
(1). And, the risk of corrosion of steel is moderate to high, while the risk for concrete corrosion
is low to moderate (1).
Glacial drift areas with low slopes (1-6%), which includes most of the ground moraine areas,
are plagued by slow or ponded runoff. The associated threat of frost action is moderate to high
(1). Septic tanks and tile fields are severely limited due to slow percolation rates and, in some
ridge moraine areas, slopes (1).
Roads constructed over ground moraine are prone to pavement pumping (46). Pavement
pumping is the process in which water is ejected from cracks in rigid pavement in response to
loads induced from passing vehicles (47). The ejected water carries away fine-grained fill
material, leaving voids. As the voids grow, unsupported overlying pavement cracks and eventu-
ally collapses (47). The use of granular fill materials and bituminous pavement and provisions
for adequate drainage will help reduce pavement pumping.
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Foundations placed in glacial drift should be preceded by a detailed soil investigation. In
general, however, ground moraine tends to be overconsolidated, hence, not likely to experience
much settlement (48).
CUMULOSE DRIFT
One type of cumulose drift, the muck basin, is encountered in Henry County.
MUCK BASIN
Muck basins are pockets of highly organic materials commonly associated with high water
tables, resulting in a mixture resembling sludge. Muck basins are formed in highly decomposed
organic matter underlain by marl and loamy outwash materials. These basins of variable size
and shape are frequently found in the north central section of the county, especially along the
Big Blue River. In general, the larger the basin, the shallower the muck, but the potential for it
to extend to several feet in depth always exists.
Muck basins are characterized by very dark gray to black photo tones, tlat or concave topog-
raphy, and a general lack of surface drainage. These basins are usually left in their natural state,
but some larger basins may be drained and farmed (46).
The typical profile consists of a surface layer of about 15 inches of sapric material with up to
five percent fibers (A-8; Pt), a subsoil of about 12 inches of marl underlain by about 30 inches of
gravelly sandy loam to silty clay loam (A-4, A-6; CL, SC). The underlying material is silt loam
(A-4, A-6; CL-ML, CL).
The agricultural soil series associated with muck deposits is the Mansico Series.
No soil borings are located in the muck pockets.
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ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS IN CUMULOSE DRIFT
Cumulose drift is a highly organic material characterized by a naturally high water content,
slow or ponded runoff, and low densities. The water table is seasonally at or near the ground
surface. Some basins may be classified as wetlands and are thus protected under Federal law, an
important aspect to investigate. When dry, however, this material is prone to subsidence, fire,
and soil blowing if no vegetative cover exists.
Musk basins are unsuitable as locations for roads because of ponding, low and varying
material strength, and low material density. Usually, when encountered in construction, if
economically feasible, these materials are excavated and replaced with a suitable subgrade
material. Replacement will help alleviate the problems of differenrial settlement, low strength,
and allow for more efficient compaction. Ponding and the naturally high water content lead to
freeze/thaw problems, but provisions for adequate drainage will help to eliminate this concern.
Muck basins are unsuitable as sites for septic tanks and tile fields due to slow percolation
rates into the surrounding soils and the potential for ponding. Ponding is a prohibitive factor in
the placement of sanitary landfills. Additionally, the presence of organic acids can be corrosive
to concrete and steel placed in the soil.
GLACIAL-FLUVIAL DRIFT
There are four divisions recognized for discussion, namely outwash plains, kames and esk-
ers, sluiceways, and terraces.
OUTWASH PLAINS
Outwash plains are level or gentiy undulating sheets of sand and gravel deposited by meltwa-
ter streams flowing from a glacier. Surface drainage is not well developed, and most of the
drainage is internal. However, streams which cross outwash plains usually flow m abandoned
meltwater channels known as sluiceways. The soils are generally stratified, coarse-textured
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materials with some fine-grained and organic matter found in depressed areas. Due to their low
local relief, outwash plains are also well suited for rectangular field and road systems (46).
On aerial photographs, outwash plams exhibit a generally white to Ught-gray tone with
specks of dark gray or black. The dark specks mark the silty or organic materials found in
infiltration basins or channels. The uniform light tone represents well-drained coarse materials
characteristic of outwash plains (46).
Soils encountered on outwash plains formed from the underlying outwash materials. The
surface layer is typically a silt loam (A-4, A-6; ML, CL-ML, CL) of 9-10 inches in thickness,
while the subsoil from a depth of 9-60 inches is silty clay loam (A-6; CL), clay loam (A-6, A-7;
CL), or loam (A-4, A-6; CL-ML, CL). The underlying material is stratified sand and gravel (A-
1, A-2; GM, SM, GP-GM, SP-SM, GP, SP) with occasional lenses of silt.
Agricultural soil series common to outwash areas include Eldean, Sleeth, Westland, Miami,
and Treaty.
No soil borings were taken in outwash.
KAMES AND ESKERS
A kame is a conical shaped hill or cluster of hills composed of stratified sand and gra\cl. .An
esker is a sinuous ridge of nearly stratified sand and gravel, commonly paralleled on one or both
sides by a trough. Disunct topographic expressions facilitate recognition oi these landforms on
aerial photographs.
Drainage on kames and eskers is poorly detined and poorly developed. lk)wc\er, the coarse
nature of materials allows a few streams to form v-typcd gullies and assume a radial or
downslope-parallel form. Because of the extreme slopes, ainoff tends to be rapid. Sheet erosion
is responsible for removing tine grained matcnals from higher positions to lower [lositions where
they are redeposiied, thus allowing for tamiing on the lower, inure gentle slopes (46).
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The surface layer of a typical profile is silt loam (A-4, A-6; ML, CL-ML, CL) 6-15 inches in
thickness, while the subsoil from a depth of 6-60 inches consists of loam (A-6; CL), clay loam
(A-7, A-6; CL, ML), silty clay loam (A-6; CL), clay (A-7, A-6; CL, ML), or gravelly sandy
loam (A-2; SC). The underlying material is stratified sand and gravel (A-1, A-2; GM, SM, GP-
GM, SP-SM).
Agricultural soil series common to kames and eskers include Eldean, Losantville, and
Miami.
No soil borings were made in these locations.
SLUICEWAYS
Glacial sluiceways, which once conveyed the great volumes of glacial flood waters, are val-
leys which now contain underfit streams or drainage ditches. On aerial photographs, sluiceways
display much the same photo tone as that of ourwash; they can be thought of as channelized
outwash.
A typical profile has a surface layer of silt loam (A-4, A-6; ML, CL-ML, CL), or loam (A-4,
A-6; ML, CLM CL-ML) 8-10 inches in thickness, both of which have pockets of highly organic
to mucky soils. The subsoil from 8-60 inches in depth contains clay loam (A-6; CL), sandy clay
loam (A-6; SC), loam (A-6; CL), gravelly loam (A-4; CL), gravelly clay loam (A-6, A-7; CL), or
gravelly sandy loam (A-2; SC). The underlying material is loam and sand and gravelly coarse
sand (A-2, A-1; SP, GP SP-SM, GP-GM), stratified in some locations.
Agricultural soil series common to sluiceways include Millgrove, Sleeth, Treaty, and West-
land.
Soil borings 46-48 and 49-53 are located in sluiceways.
TERRACES
Stream terraces are nearly level to gently undulating plains confined within a valley and
located above the level of the stream. Terraces are rarely flooded except for the lowest lying
ones. They represent former levels of stream beds, valley floors, or abandoned flood plains.
Drainage on terraces consists mainly of subsidence basins or swallow holes and a few V-type
gullies, all indicative of the presence of coarse materials. CV-type gullies can be found in areas
where a thick mantle of cohesive soils overlay non-cohesive soils (46).
On aerial photographs, these well-drained materials appear as light-colored areas with occa-
sional dark scars or channels, composed of moist clays or silty clays, indicating a reworked sur-
face. In general, the soils are stratified sands and gravels with lenses of silt and clay. .As the
lower terraces are more likely to be flooded, they generally contain more silt and clay (46).
The surface layer of a typical soil profile on a terrace consists of 6-10 inches of loam (,A-4,
A-6; ML, CL, ML-CL) or silt loam (A-4, A-6; ML, ML-CL, CL) with some organic material.
The subsoil from 6-60 inches in depth is a clay loam (A-6; CL) or gravelly loam (.A-4; CL). and
the underlying materials are stratified sand and gravel (A-1, A-2; SC, SM-SC).
Agricultural soil series included Eldean, Sleeth, and Millgrove.
No soil borings were taken in terrace areas.
ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS IN GLACIAL-FLUVIAL DRIFT
Outwash plains are good potential sources for coarse materials such as sand and gravel.
Rapid infiltration in the underlying material must be considered when coiucni[ilating septic tank
or sanitary landfill sites since potential for groundwater contaiiunation exists. The lugh pemiea-
bility of the sand and gravel permits good water protiuctioii m some areas, as discussctl previ-
ously.
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Karnes and eskers are a potentially good source for necessary construction materials. As pre-
viously mentioned, iine-grained materials tend to be concentrated on the bottom slopes, thus
contributing to the variability of excavation depth needed to reach the desired materials.
The steep slopes of kames and eskers limit their use except for activities such as farming or
gravel pit operations. Regardless of the activity, however, care must be taken to reduce erosion
potential. Practices to reduce erosion include constant maintenance of a vegetative cover, con-
formance to contours, and cutting and filling of areas to reduce slope failures. Likelihood of
slope failure can be reduced by not removing the toe of a slope, not overloading the head of a
slope, and not oversteepening the slope itself. The intersection of a saturated layer with a slope
will increase the potential for slope failure. For this reason, and because of highly permeable
substrata, septic tanks should not be placed here.
Sluiceways are good sources of coarse-grained construction materials. The water table is sea-
sonally high, generally within three feet of the surface from November to May (1). Flooding is
also a risk, and excavation operations should consider these factors. Excavations made and
slopes cut into sluiceways should be properly drained to prevent collapse.
The risk of frost action and steel corrosion is high for soils developed in sluiceways (1). The
concrete corrosion risk, however, is low (1).
The frost action potential for soils developed on terraces is moderate to high (1). The risk of
corrosion for concrete is low to moderate, while for steel, it is high (1).
Terraces generally do not flood except for the low-lying ones. There also the water table is
seasonally high (1).
ALLUVIAL DRIFT
Alluvial drift is encountered in the form of flood plains in Henry County. Many more flood
plains exist in the county than were able to be mapped at this scale.
FLOOD PLAINS
A flood plain is a plain of low relief, confined within the walls or slopes of a valley or within
levees, which is covered with water when a nearby stream is at or above flood stage. On aerial
photographs, flood plains appear as dark areas, indicative of poor drainage, fine grained materi-
als, or wet areas. Drainage forms within flood plains are variable.
Recalling the variability in floods with ume and the associated variability in both rates and
amounts of material deposition, extreme variation in the soil profiles with both depth and area
must be considered.
In general, the surface soils consist of silt loam (A-4, A-6; ML, CL), loam with occasional
silt pockets (A-4, A-6; ML, CL), or silty clay loam (A-6, A-7; CL), all with organic materials
possible. Generally, coarse-textured material is not abundant, but at depth, some large pockets
can be found. Additionally, pockets of organic material and silt lenses are also present at depth.
Agricultural soil series include Genessee, Landes, Shoals, Sleeth, Washtenaw, and Westland.
Soil borings located in flood plains are numbers 54-57, 58-62, 63-64, 65-68, 69-71, 72-74,
75-77, 78-80, 81-88 (Appendix A).
ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS IN FLOOD PLAINS
Of greatest concern in flood plains is the constant threat of flooding, and for that reason,
locating structures within a flood plain is ill-advised. However, some protection from Hooding
can be achieved through use of levees, dikes, or other flow diversion techniques.
If structures must be constructed within a flood plain, vast variability in soils encountered
should be anticipated, and therefore, detailed site investigations should be pertbrmed. During
the site investigation, it is likely that concerns for differential settlement, low material strength.
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organic materials, and saturated conditions will be recognized. Steel corrosion risk is low in the
Genessee and Landes soils, but high in the other soils (1). Concrete corrosion risk is low in all
soils (1).
Roads built through flood plains should be constructed on raised, well compacted, suitable
materials. Provisions for adequate drainage should be made to reduce the moderate to high frost
action potential and flood damage.
As the material type varies, so does the permeability. In general, though, permeability in the
surface layers tend to be slow to moderate, while in the sublayers rapid. This adds to the list of
reasons not to construct septic systems or sanitary landfills in floodplains.
MINED LANDS
A number of gravel pits, some abandoned, some active, exist in Henr>' County.
GRAVEL PITS
Gravel pits are areas where soil has been removed to access the sand and gravel below.
Gravel pits vary in size and depth, but are generally rectangular and range from three to 80 acres
in size (1). Some pits contain water and may be classified as wetlands. These pits are not suited
for urban or farm activities and are typically used for recreation areas or wildlife habitats (1).
ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS IN MINED LANDS
Occasionally, abandoned gravel pits are reopened to extract more materials but only when
economically feasible. They have been used as landfills before, but proper precautions must be
taken to safely use them as such. It is important that steps be t^iken to prevent leachate migration
not only through the landfill bottom, but also laterally through the sides. A groundwater moni-
toring system is typically recommended to help safeguard against contamination.
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SUMMARY
Engineering considerations for the landform-parent material regions of Henry County are
given in Table 7. The table lists the probability of developing major problems in the various
regions and should be used only as a general guide in planning. The engineering problems are
discussed in more detail in the earlier sections of this repon.
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Appendix B
Statistical Streamflow Data for a
Selected Stream in Henry Countv(14).
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LOCATTQM.—Ht 40»02'27*. l»q aS'll'^O*. -n MWISEI stc.5. T.:8 «. . f.J £.. -ttnry Coi«ty. .-(yarolajie 'Jnit 05120201. «i rlqht baik
30 ft upstrcAa tnm oridqt on Couniy i^ta '!0 xorui, 1 ii sautnt«st 3f Mtddlttoan.
ORAIHACE AAEA.-S.aO ! ' .
PERIOO OF RECORD.—JctoOM- 1968 to Seoteaocr I98S.
WGC.-'-^attr-staq* recorMr. licua of qaqt is 9SO.0Q ft ibov* Htcioiwl 3*oiittic Vertical 3<tua of 1929.
AVERAGE 0ISO*HG£.--17 /**n. 5.i3 ft\'s. '.3.65 ;n/yr.
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3 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 i; 18 19 20 a :2 23 :4
mWER OF (MTS IX CLASS
3 23 13 18 18 18 17 25 54 43 24 22
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'3 13 23 26 26 23 22 9 26 17 20 12 18
11 14 i 5





3 27 14 29 30 14 16 21 18 21 21
} 3 10 17 23 32 12 24 18 21
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12 18 37 27 4
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11 17 31 29 17 32 19 24 12
10 19 33 21 13 14 20 29 24 21
4 21 44 36 15 23 29 25 '.6 3
4 23 46 49 50 38 32 26 18 16 3
16 24 14 12 22 38 32 50 29 23 23 21 12
15
17 15 32 24 26 26 20 19 16 11 i
20 44 27 22 28 23 2S 27 19
25 25 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
20 30 18 15
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CLASS VAIUE lOTAL ACC'J* ?£Ra
0.00 3 5209 100.00
3.02 4 3209 100.00
0.03 14 5205 99.34
0.04 19 5191 99.71
O.OS 74 5172 99.40
0.07 32 6098 38.21
0.09 170 5016 96. <H
0.12 274 5846 94.15
0.16 336 5572 39.74
0.22 309 =236 34.33
0.30 323 4927 '9.35
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Q13SI4O0 SJ£M CREEK NEAR MIOOLfTOWK, Ik— Contmueti
NORmi WNTtcr n/mi (ali days)
YEAR on H(M DEC JAU FEE nMto* APRIL KAT jute JULY Al£ SEPT
1969 0.17 0.98 4.M U.2C 10.00 :.r 11.10 2.96 14. oc 8.18 4.82 :.S6
1970 2.04 7.07 3.6C 3.23 7.69 10.40 10.60 i.n 2.23 0.43 C.17 0.14
1971 0.10 o.u 0.37 1.56 17.40 6.15 0.69 e.79 8.16 C.59 r IB 0.86
1972 Q.6E 0.52 17.
X
7.88 2.56 7.40 19.90 4.79 1.29 C.38 U.17 0.44
1973 1.01 22.90 U.IO 7.80 6.41 24.00 12.90 1.44 9.93 2.92 1.62 O.U
1974 C.17 3.29 14.40 25.
X
E.?4 15.20 12.80 4.75 13.10 5.6S 0.42 0.91
19 7S 0.29 0.52 6.44 22.00 34.00 16.10 27.40 6.56 2.06 0.23 C.36 0.12
1976 0.21 0.22 1.94 10.90 15.40 6.66 0.83 4.48 3.54 7.61 0.17 O.OB
1977 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.06 4.05 5.21 6.06 6.11 0.57 0.17 0.95 0.79
1978 4.66 1.43 11.20 1.07 0.81 26.20 10.40 8.67 1.80 L.oe 8.46 l.SB
1979 3.6* 4.46 fc.77 4.79 10.80 11.20 8.62 1.90 5.78 17.60 15.60 1.57
1980 1.80 14.10 6.13 4.45 4.55 14.00 5.47 3.81 12.70 0.74 2.72 c.r
1981 0.2S COS o.» 0.19 3.91 1.93 4. S3 16.50 3.01 9.02 3.87 1.40
1982 1.49 1.34 4.34 19.00 U.OO 18.60 4.87 1.71 3.71 0.41 0.67 0.11
19S3 0.11 0.43 5.05 1.79 3.49 2.24 9.77 12.x 2.87 1.81 0.12 0.07
1984 0.54 e.si 12.70 1.37 10.80 14.50 13.90 4.32 1.04 c.s C.17 C.29
1985 0.6B 3.17 9.40 5.09 23.x 12.40 7.74 5.50 1.53 c.x C.Z3 C.21
KT NOV OCC JAli FEB MIO
UinVt FIFTH PERCEKTILE
0.17 0.39 2.77 1.46 2.9B 5.68
FIFTIETH PERairriLE
0.54 1.34 6.44 4.79 8.24 11.20
StVtlTTT FIHH PERCEKTIU
1.64 5.76 12.00 14.50 16.39 15.60
APRIL MY JUNE JULY HK SEPT
TWENTY FIFTH PERCEKTILC
S.17 2.43 1.66 C.3fi 0.17 0.13
FiniETH PERaKTIL[
9.77 4.75 3.01 C.74 0.42 0.32
StrtNTY FIFTH PtRCtNTlLi
12.90 6.67 9.04 t.65 3.29 1.15
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riAMa RIVER aASIN
033S14OO :UGAA CREEK nlAR MIOOUTOUI. :M..Cantinu*a
lOUeST *m aiSCMAAGE ANO RAMKItC ?0H :H FOLLOWIHS XCMSER OF COISECUriVE 3ATS IN rEAA £MOING HAHa 31
rEA« 1 3 ; 14 30 6d 90 120 '.83
1970 3.27 13 3.J0 U 3.36 13 3.41 13 3. S3 13 1.40 15 1.40 14 3.30 15 3.40 14
1971 0.05 6 xos S 0.06 i 3.08 5 3.10 3.12 4 3.U 3 3.14 Z 3.22 2
1972 3.08 7 0.10 3 3.11 9 3.11 i 3.18 11 0.37 11 3.46 10 3.52 9 l.iO 10
1973 0.02 1 0.02 I 0.02 1 3.03 1 0.04 3.14 s 3.22 s 3.43 3 l.JO 3
1974 3.:o 9 3.10 9 3.10 a 3.13 9 O.IS 3.17 7 0.23 7 3.63 12 2.00 12
197S o.ia 12 3.18 12 0.2O 12 0.23 12 3.28 12 3.39 12 3.46 11 0.53 10 \.x u
1976 0.03 2 0.07 i 0.06 9 3.09 i 3.11 3.16 i 3.17 4 0.21 3 3.20 3
1977 0.03 : 3.03 2 0.04 2 0.O5 3 0.06 3.08 1 3.10 I 0.11 1 3.11 1
1978 0.03 4 3.03 3 0.04 3 0.04 2 o.i; 10 0.26 10 3.49 12 o.ao 11 1.40 9
1979 O.JO 14 0.03 14 3.39 14 3.44 14 0.37 14 l.iO 13 1.40 15 3.10 14 3. SO IS
1980 0.72 16 3.33 16 3.i6 16 1.00 16 1.19 16 i.;q 16 2.70 16 5.00 16 S.SO 16
1981 0.12 10 0.13 10 0.13 lU 0.14 10 0.16 0.24 9 0.27 9 0.27 4 3.a3 5
1982 O.fO IS 0.52 15 0.55 15 0.S6 IS 0.67 15 1. 10 14 1.19 13 1.40 13 3.10 13
1383 0.09 3 0.09 7 0.09 7 0.10 7 3.10 O.ll 3 0.18 5 0.29 3 0.61 4
1984 0.05 5 0.05 4 3.05 4 3.06 4 3.07 0.09 2 0.12 2 3.00 a 1.19 7
1985 O.U 11 3.13 u 0.13 11 3.14 11 3.15 3.18 a 3.23 3 3.36 7 o.as 5
H1Q4EST itAJt OISOUWGE AHO RAHKIHG FOR T« FOLLOWING KOMBCR Of COKSJOJTm 3AYS IN YEAR EHOIHG :£PTE«Efi 30
YEAR 1 3 7 15 30 60 90 120 183
1969 123.00 a 38.00 6 50.00 7 37.00 6 26.00 3 15.00 3 11.00 9 U.OO 9 lO.OO 7
1970 73.00 17 43.x 16 25.00 16 15.00 16 u.oo 16 U.OO 13 10.00 13 3.20 14 7.20 13
1971 96.00 14 57.00 IS 49.00 3 31.00 9 20.00 10 11.00 14 9.10 15 7.90 15 6.60 IS
1972 110.00 12 36.00 7 46.00 9 29.00 10 20.00 u U.OO 11 U.OO 10 10.00 10 10.00 3
1973 122.00 9 '2.00 11 41.00 13 36.00 7 27.00 7 19.00 6 15.00 6 14.00 4 IS.OO 2
1974 US.OO 7 97.00 4 62.00 5 47.00 5 30.00 3 22,00 3 20.00 2 19.00 2 14.00 3
1975 443.00 1 198.00 1 107.00 1 59.00 I 38.00 1 28,00 I 26.CO I 25.00 I 19.00 1
1976 122.00 10 69.00 12 37.00 14 27.00 U 22.00 9 15.00 9 U.OO 11 a.ao 12 7 90 12
1977 79.00 16 39.00 17 20.00 17 12.00 17 7.20 17 5.70 17 5,70 17 5. SO 17 3.30 17
1978 M3.00 2 149.00 3 79.00 3 51.00 2 31.00 2 20.00 4 16.00 S 12.00 6 9.30 10
1979 179.00 S 39.00 S 79.00 4 49.00 3 29.00 4 17.00 7 13.00 7 U.OO 7 12.00 4
1980 167.00 s 74.00 10 44.00 11 24.00 14 15.00 IS 11.00 IS 10. OO 12 9.90 u 3.S0 U
1981 110.00 13 64.00 13 42.00 12 25.00 12 17.00 14 U.OO 16 9.70 14 3.70 13 6.90 14
1982 208.00 3 32. QO 3 51.00 6 33.00 3 28.00 6 24.00 2 19.00 3 16.00 3 U.OO 5
1983 121.00 11 32.00 9 45.00 10 24.00 15 18.00 12 12.00 12 3.60 16 7.20 16 5.30 16
1984 37.00 15 51,00 14 34.00 IS 25.00 13 17. OO 13 14.00 10 13.00 3 U.OO 3 10.00 9
1985 204.00 4 158.00 ^ 35.00 ' 48.00 4 29.00 5 20.00 5 16. OO 4 13.00 5 U.OO 6
ANNUAL VALUES
ANNCML KAN QISCHAAGE ANO RANKING
IN r^AR ENDING MRCH 31
JMNUAL HEAN OISCmRGE ANO RANKING
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3aO 379001 =UiJ< 'ater raacilon; ootentlai SilitTI aacter






















' :s-^o : 15-27 :i.:q-2. JO
i:-46;:7-35ii,-iO-i..iO
^6-io;i5-Jo:i.iO-uio
50-^0: 15-251 l.iO-L. 30
>L0!15-25!l.-O-l.iO
: 10-26:35-48! l.iO-l. 30
':S-5l!2S-45!l.J0-U30
;3i-i0! :-j ;i.i5-L.ro
>3 ' 27-33 ix.i5-UJ5
I
5-32:35-48!!. 40-1. 30
;32-iO! :-3 ;1. J5-l.ro
' 3-17! 13-27; 1.30-1.50
;




L«B3. laCZ, 'uoOl., ',
•_a£2 3-' : 13-27! 1.30-1.55
Loaantville ' "-ls;35-4SI l.iO-U TO













3-T : 13-27! 1.30-1.55
: 5-2O:35-45ll.iO-!..:0
! 20~!0: 12-24! l.i0-!..30
: 3-4 : 27-351 1.30-1.30
: 4-i2;35-45ii.iO-i.:o
; 12-50! 12-24:1.50-1.30
















































3..5-3..3:4.5-" .3 ' Iloderate-
0.36-3..3:T.i-3.-i :low—.
—





















0.33-3.14:5. 3-'. 3 IHoderate-

























































































tictsrs : erodl- Organic
3a0 SVTBDOi illityi aatter





















































































3. .3-0. 21! 5.5—j. 3 .Moaeraca-

























3. .3-0. .3:6.0—^.4 Lo»—
3. 23-0.25:5.5-". 3 lev
3.13-0.23:6..-'. J .".oaerace-
3. .5-0. 131 6. 5-'.
3
."^oaeraCB-
3. 22-0.24:6. .-'.3 Low
3. 20-1. 2216. .-'.3 Low
3..5—0.331 6. .-' .3 >!oQoraCB-
3. 35-0. .31 7. 4—J. .'3o<lorate-
3.13—0.21: 5. 5- '.3 Hoderate-















































- Nona ' — — 2.0-3. JlPercaad IJan-Apr )60 Hlqa HKjn Moderate.
Crosoy
- Nona ~ 1 — — l.J-J.OlPercned lJan-*pr )60 KKja Hlqn Moderate.
:/cione




3 ,,„. 1 ... >6.J
j
i >60 — Moderate Hlqa Moderate.
jeaese«
3 Occasional ! Brier Oct-jua >6.o i — ; — >60 Moderate Low Low.
-dndes






C None i ... -~ 4.0-o.OIPercned IJdn-Apr )60 ... Moderate Moderate Moderate.





1 >6.o ; i >bO Moderate Moderate Moderate.Nona"" " '" 1
.-7ia2. .1082
ilaaian
c Nona 1 >6.a i — ; — >60 Moderate Moderate Moderate.
.illl<jrov«








C Occasional Brief Oct-Jun 0. 5- 1.51 Apparen tlJan-*pr >60 ... HUtl Hlqn Low.
Sleeth
c Nona-— — 1.0-3.0lApparentl Jan-Apr ^60 High Hlqn Low.
Sloan
3/0 Occasional Brief NoT-Jun 0- I . 1 Apparen t : NoT-Jun >60 HldO Hlon Low.
Tr««t7
3/0 Nona — — ».5-l.0|Apparent IDec-'taT >60 Hlqh Hlqn Low.
wgsntenaw
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